INTRODUCTION
The nails have a rich history as windows into systemic disease, beginning with Hippocrates' observation of digital clubbing as a sign of empyema in the 5th century BCE. 1 In 1954, Richard Terry added to this tradition the sign which bears his name when he reported Ba ground-glass-like opacity of almost the entire nail bed^. 2 He observed this abnormality most frequently in patients with cirrhosis, but also in cases of congestive heart failure (CHF), diabetes, tuberculosis, rheumatoid arthritis, systemic sclerosis, some cancers, and in normal, healthy children up to age four. 21 Terry's nails have also been reported in reactive arthritis, renal transplant patients, POEMS syndrome, and leprosy, and have recently been promoted as one of the most reliable physical signs of cirrhosis 3 ( Fig. 1 ). The only systematic study of Terry's nails in English was conducted on medical inpatients and confirmed, using slightly modified criteria, associations with cirrhosis, CHF, and adultonset diabetes, 4 findings which were later corroborated by a similar observational study of inpatients. 5 The prevalence and clinical significance of Terry's nails has never been systematically studied in outpatients. We sought to determine the prevalence and clinical correlates of Terry's nails in a sample of adults recruited from a general medicine clinic at a community teaching hospital.
METHODS
We conducted a prospective, cross-sectional observational study. We photographed the fingers and toes of a consecutive sample of 503 outpatients. Photographs were obtained using a standardized procedure and analyzed by four physicians who had been trained to recognize Terry's nails according to the modified criteria of Holzberg and Walker, 4 with images drawn from peer-reviewed case reports serving as the standard of reference. Each reviewer examined all images, and for each patient recorded whether Terry's nails were present, absent, or indeterminate. The analysts were blinded to one another and to the patient's medical history.
Research assistants blinded to the photographs reviewed medical records according to a protocol to determine the presence or absence of conditions associated with Terry's nails. Datasets were then merged to establish the interobserver agreement of the analysts, the prevalence of Terry's nails in the sample, and the sign's clinical correlations.
RESULTS
The inter-observer reliability of the four raters for Terry's nails observed in the fingers was κ = 0.56, indicating moderate agreement.
We observed no association between Terry's nails of the fingers or toes and CHF, diabetes, hepatitis C, chronic kidney disease, hypoalbuminemia, or elevated aminotransferase levels.
The only clinically significant association observed was between Terry's nails in the fingers and the presence of cirrhosis, with a positive likelihood ratio of 3.7 to 10.1, depending on the observer (Table 1) .
DISCUSSION
This study sought to determine the clinical diagnostic utility of Terry's nails in a convenience sample of adult outpatients in a general medicine clinic. We were unable to demonstrate associations previously reported with CHF and diabetes, but confirmed a strong association with cirrhosis.
Our study had several limitations. First, data on disease status was not available for all patients. This may have led to under-diagnosis of the conditions of interest, reducing our ability to detect associations. Second, the prevalence of Terry's nails was fivefold less in our sample than in Holzberg and Walker's (3-8% vs. 25.2%). 4 Nonetheless, our study accurately reflects the conditions of outpatient practice in general medicine, and we believe that a few conclusions are possible. First, Terry's nails appear to be about ten times less common among outpatients than inpatients, which suggests that their appearance is correlated with disease severity. Second, among outpatients, the sign is insensitive but highly specific for cirrhosis, and this is its only strong diagnostic association.
Therefore, we conclude that clinicians observing Terry's nails in an unselected adult outpatient should specifically investigate the possibility of cirrhosis. Based on our results, it appears that the other reported associations are, at least in the outpatient context, too weak to warrant further testing absent other suggestive clinical features. 
